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stories is vicious, as he knows that the taste for theft is
vicious. Yet he falls sometimes into the one vice, and lie
is in no danger of falling into the other. The induce-
ments to theft may be greater than the inducements to
scandal, and yet he finds them easier to resist. Again,
scandal is generally more inexcusable and may easily be
more mischievous than theft, and yet when he has been
guilty of scandal he feels only that he has clone wrong—
neinpe hoc indccti—when he has committed theft he feels
that he is disgraced for ever. The simple reason of this
is, that theft is the vice which political society exists to
put down, and that laws are directed against it.
The civil union then, and positive, laws, create a certain
amount of practical morality. Certain principles of moral
philosophy, through this organisation, cease to be merely
speculative, and become powerfully operative. But it is
not this organisation only which has such an effect.
Almost every organisation which has an object calling for
the exercise of any moral virtue creates in some degree
the virtue it wants. It may be advisable to produce
another example. The effect then of an army in creating
moral virtue is most striking and manifest. It developcs
the virtues of manly courage and subordination, not in a
few favourable cases merely, but with an almost irresist-
ible power through its whole body. To face death, to
obey one who has a right to command, two of the most
difficult lessons, lessons which assuredly philosophers have
seldom been found able effectually to inculcate, are taught
by this organisation with success almost uniform and
absolute, even to people who bring with them no intel-
lectual culture. Nor would the importance of this fact
be at all diminished if it should be admitted that armies

